Becoming the coach you don’t yet know you could be
Ten years have passed since David Clutterbuck and the late David Megginson published heir
seminal paper introducing the concept of coach maturity. Substantial research has built on
this concept to throw light onto how coaches evolve in the depth, quality and impact of
their practice. This unique, evidence-based workshop by David Clutterbuck shares critical
lessons from the research and provides an extensive toolkit for managing your evolution as
a coach. Amongst the topics explored are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The four stages of coach maturity – evolving skills, identity and mind frame
Why and how mature coaches let go of much of what they learned as beginners:
mastery occurs when we learn how to break the rules
How to build the quality of your reflective practice
How mature coaches use themselves and their wisdom to enhance clients’ learning
How mature coaches see systems, where immature coaches see client problems
Why it’s important to free ourselves from goal obsession
How to become a mature supervisee
Creating a learning plan that will accelerate your evolution and manage transitions
towards maturity as a coach.

About the workshop presenter
Prof David Clutterbuck is one of the last surviving, active pioneers of modern coaching and
mentoring. Visiting professor in the coaching and mentoring faculties of four universities, he
is author or co-author 75 books, the latest being a celebration of 45 years at the forefront of
the field. David is a Distinguished Research Fellow of The Conference Board, Special
Ambassador for the European Mentoring and Coaching Council and a Chartered Companion
of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development. His leisure interests include
writing children’s stories and stand-up comedy.
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